Grid generation technology has long been recognized as a critical issue in practical applications of computational fluid dynamics analyses [7] . Methods have been developed to implement geometry modeling technologies in reasonably versatile and efficient manner. One of the most useful methods for planar grid generation was created by [1] . In this paper we extend an existing planar method [1] to create surface grids. Three examples are set up to illustrate the advantages of the proposed method. For each example, surface meshes are generated using several other well-established methods, including transfinite interpolation and elliptic differential equation systems. These methods can create meshes of reasonably good quality, but when compared to each other, the present method is the best one for giving very good quality meshes.
Introduction
Meshing can be defined as the process of breaking up a physical domain with complex geometry into smaller sub-domains which have simple geometric shapes. In many physical and engineering applications, meshing is required in order to facilitate the numerical solution of a partial differential equation. By transforming a complicated physical region to a simpler "computational" region, one removes the complication of the shape of the physical region from the problem. One important advantage of this technique is that the boundary conditions become easier to implement and to approximate accurately. Grid generation technologies have been long recognized as critical issues in practical applications of computational fluid dynamics [7] . For this reason tools have been developed to implement these geometry modeling technologies in a reasonably versatile and efficient manner.
Surface modeling and grid generation technologies, of course, do not produce a complete design. They are components of a complex design process. Surface grid generation is a time consuming step in the overall process. Surface models and grids are of value only so far as they allow high quality flow predictions to be made at an acceptable cost. The quality of the surface grid has a great impact on the overall quality of the final analysis product. Researchers have shown that many methods do not ensure that the final surface grid points lie exactly on the original defined surface. It is at present very difficult to assess surface grid quality (orthogonality, curvature, stretching) by any means other than visual inspection. Inspection, of course, is not a systematic process. Further, there are very few absolute measures of quality. This approach leaves a high probability that defects will not be detected at the surface meshing stage, and they will remain in the surface grid to have a magnified impact in later steps of the process. Several methods have been constructed for the generation of good quality meshes on surfaces. The method of [2] for planar coordinates can be extended for surface meshing, as seen in this paper. To shed the light on the importance on grid generation, [10] discussed several techniques of structured meshes. In his paper, [2] proposed a method which is based on the construction of a continuously differentiable surface from a given control point set and on the algebraic generation of a mesh on this surface by mapping of a mesh in a parametric space. Methods that are based on mathematical interpolation functions and do not require the solution of differential equations or the use of complex variables are created by [9] . In his article, [13] developed a set of second order differential equations for the generation of coordinates in a given surface and then solved numerically to demonstrate its potential for surface coordinate generation. In their paper, [14] described a procedure for generating curved meshes, suitable for high-order finite element analysis. The strategy they adopted is based upon curving a generated initial mesh with planar edges and faces by using a linear elasticity analogy. The analogy employs boundary loads that ensure that nodes representing curved boundaries lie on the true surface. They used several examples, to illustrate the performance of the proposed approach, and the quality of the generated meshes was analyzed in terms of a distortion measure. In their paper, [15] presented an automatic 3D method for constructing unstructured tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes for a composite domain made up of heterogeneous materials, where the boundaries of these material regions form non-manifold surfaces. An overview of surface and volume mesh generation techniques for creating valid meshes to carry out biomedical flows was provided by [8] . Applications discussed were hemodynamic in blood vessels and air flow in upper human respiratory tract. The described semi-automatic methods were designed to minimize distortion to a given domain boundary and to generate a triangular surface mesh first and then volume mesh (tetrahedrons) with high quality surface and volume elements. A new method for anisotropic surface meshing which generates a curvature-adapted mesh was created by [4] . The main idea of their work consists in transforming the 3d anisotropic space into a higher-dimensional isotropic space (typically 6d or larger). In this high dimensional space, the mesh is optimized by computing a Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation, the minimizer of a C 2 objective function that depends on the coordinates at the vertices. They demonstrated their method with several examples comprising CAD and scanned meshes. A method to optimize triangular and quadrilateral meshes on parameterized surfaces was proposed by [6] . The optimization procedure presented by the authors relocates the nodes on the surface to improve the quality (smooth) and ensures that the elements are not inverted (untangle). This method was proved to be independent of the surface parameterization, and, therefore, it can optimize meshes on CAD surfaces defined by lowquality parameterizations. Generation of three-dimensional unstructured grids by the advancing-front method was created by [5] . This method proved to be effective for two dimensional girds. However, it requires creating more algorithms to define the surfaces.
Equations of the Surface Grids
After dividing the surface physical domain into sub domains, a set of structured grids will be created. In this work the method of [1] for planar systems will be extended to derive the equations for surface grid generation and to evaluate the control functions and . If the surface itself is specified by = ( , ), this surface then corresponds to one of the curvilinear coordinates (in 3D) being constant. Thus the curved surface can be mapped to a plane rectangular region, where the curves which bound the surface are mapped to straight boundaries in the computational space. Hence the problem is essentially the same as for 2D plane regions, the only difference being that the curvature of the surface will enter the generation equation. Using the notation of [12] of the 2D planar formulation, an elliptic grid on a surface can be generated from the system The control functions and will be derived following the ideas of [11, 1] . Imposing the condition of orthogonality along the boundary curve = and taking the dot product of the grid generation equations (1) with ⃗ , equation (2) is obtained 
Similarly if the dot product of equation (1) with ⃗ is taken along the boundary curves = Equation (4) 
With the assumption of orthogonality on the boundaries, it is known that
With the additional assumption of orthogonality in a thin layer of cells near the boundary, say = , equation (7) can be differentiated with respect to to obtain ⃗ . ⃗ = − 
Since the spacing | ⃗ | 2 can be specified as a function of along = the right hand side of equation (8) can be evaluated explicitly without iteration. A similar procedure can be applied to obtain ⃗ . ⃗ required in the analogous expression for in equation (6).
Quality of Meshes
Orthogonality is one of the important features that determine the quality of a mesh. In many cases the aim is not really to produce a completely orthogonal grid, but rather to achieve near orthogonality throughout the region and true orthogonality at the boundaries. Several procedures can be used to check for orthogonality. The ones used in this paper are orthogonality functionals and area-orthogonality functionals. In their paper, [3] discuss these and other functionals which, when minimized, lead to various grid generation systems.
Recall that exact orthogonality at all grid points means that 12 = 0 everywhere. To satisfy the orthogonality condition in a least squares sense, the orthogonality functional ,1 = ∫ ∫ 12 2 1 0 1 0 can be minimized. However, it can be shown [14] that the Euler-Lagrange equations for this functional are non-elliptic equations which often fail to generate a grid. Nevertheless, the minimum value of this functional can be viewed as a measure of orthogonality.
A second orthogonality functional is ,2 = ∫ ∫ For our purpose, we will evaluate these functionals for the grids generated by the above methods, and look for the method which produces the minimum value.
Examples
Three surface grids are created using the present method, method created by [11] , Laplace equations and algebraic methods. These examples are chosen in a way that surface grid features like orthogonality, smoothness, curvature, can be checked easily.
Example 1
In this example a mesh on a paraboloid surface with equation
where 0 ≤ ≤ 4, 1 ≤ ≤ √5 and 1 ≤ ≤ √5 is generated. The nodes are equally spaced and 40 nodes are distributed along each boundary curve, with equal spacing in the xdirection or y-direction. The quality of the mesh and the number of iterations used by each method are shown in Table 1 , the meshes are shown in Graphs 1, 2, 3 & 4. Since an exact mathematical description of the surface is given in this example, the evaluation on how closely the computed surface grid points match the actual surface location can be evaluated. The error is determined from 
Example 2
In this example the paraboloid given in example 1 is modified and a mesh is generated using the polynomial = 2.239 − 3.1063 + 2.0372 2 − 0.3345 3 to replace the parabola = 5 − 2 as the boundary curve in the xz plane. The other three boundary curves are kept the same. The quality of the mesh and the number of iterations used by each method are shown in Table 2 , and the meshes are shown in Graphs 5, 6, 7 & 8. From Table 2 it is clear that, among the elliptic methods, the present method gives the best mesh only in the sense of area-orthogonality squared while Thomas and Middlecoff does better on a strictly orthogonality criterion. Algebraic method gives the worst mesh in the sense of orthogonality. The tendency of the present method to equally distribute the cell areas can be seen from Graph 5, particularly near the right hand boundary. 
Example 3
In this example the paraboloid given in example 1 is modified and a mesh is generated using the intersection of two planes with the paraboloid to replace the circle 2 + 2 = 5 on = 0. The two obtained curves are . The other three boundaries are kept the same. The quality of the mesh and the number of iterations used by each method are shown in Table 3 , and the meshes are shown in Graphs 9, 10, 11 & 12. From " Table 3 " it is clear that the present method is the best in the sense of orthogonality on all measures, while the Laplace system converges in less number of iterations than the other methods. Thomas and Middlecoff and the Laplace system are about the same in providing an orthogonal mesh. The algebraic method gives the worst mesh in the sense of orthogonality. Even though only the algebraic method gives grid points in the cusp region near(√2.5, √2.5, 0), this mesh is highly skewed and may cause significant computational problems for a flow solver. To properly mesh the cusp region using these differential equations methods, multiblock approach can be used, drawing a block boundary curve from the cusp and distributing points along this curve. 
Conclusion
A mesh can be generated using many methods. The methods used in this paper are algebraic methods, Laplace equations, Thomas and Middlecoff's method [11] and the extension of Barron's method from planar regions to surfaces. To generate a rough mesh, algebraic method is the easiest to use because it creates a mesh in one iteration only. To create a smooth mesh one can use Laplace equations. Thomas and Middlecoff method can be used to obtain a good mesh in the sense of orthogonality and the number of iterations, but the best method to obtain a more orthogonal mesh is the present method. The number of iterations for this method to converge is almost the same as that of Thomas and Middlecoff's method.
